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The Princess Bride
Poster Book

All the books in this catalogue are
new books due for release in
February 2022.
Because they are new books, we are
at the whim of the publishers and, to
some extent, the shipping companies
– books can sometimes arrive later
(or earlier) than, or occasionally be
a different retail price than originally
quoted. Because space is a luxury,
we bring in limited quantities of
books. Prices are subject to change
without notice.
Please reserve copies of
anything you want so you
don’t miss out – ASAP!
If a book has sold out by the time we
receive your order, we will back-order
and supply, when available.
Pulp Fiction has access to thousands
of books not shown in our monthly
catalogues. We are only too happy
to order anything if we don’t have it
on the shelves.
If you can’t make it into the shop,
you can post, phone, or e-mail
your order. We accept Mastercard,
Visa, AMEX, cheques and
Australia Post Money Orders.
Approximate current postage
(base rate), within Australia, is:
up to 500g: $9.30
500g to 1kg: $12.70
1kg to 3kg: $15.95
3kg to 5kg: $19.60
anything above 5kg charged at
Australia Post rates.
If your order is over $100, we
recommend adding Australia Post
insurance, which is charged at
$2.50 per $100 of value.
Until next time, good reading!
Ron and Leanne
Abbreviations used in this catalogue:
PBK = ‘A’ & ‘B’ format (standard size) paperback
TP = ‘B+’ & ‘C’ format (oversize) paperback
HC = Hardcover or cloth binding

Twelve enchanted designs to display…
The Princess Bride Poster Book gives fans a
way to show their ‘inconceivable!’ love of the
cult-classic film with a deluxe set of 12 frameworthy prints featuring full-colour film stills
and iconic character quotes. Add a bit of ‘as
you wish’ to your home with an officially
licensed, deluxe poster set featuring the iconic
characters and quotable lines of The Princess
Bride. This officially-licensed, deluxe poster
book features 12 unique 8 × 10’ removable
art prints celebrating the beloved film. Fans
will find images of treasured characters
paired with their favourite lines, including:
Inigo Montoya and ‘You keep using that
word’; Westley and ‘As you wish’; Vizzini
and ‘Inconceivable!’; and more! Ready for
framing or washi-taping to your walls, these
posters offer fans of the cult-classic the
perfect way to show off their love of Princess
Buttercup, the Dread Pirate Roberts, and the
kingdom of Florin.
Princess Bride
PBK
$19.99

Pariah
Warhammer 40,000
Abnett, Dan
In the city of Queen Mab, nothing is quite as
it seems. Pariah, spy, and Inquisitorial agent,
Alizebeth Bequin is all of these things and
yet none of them. An enigma, even to herself,
she is caught between Inquisitors Gregor
Eisenhorn and Gideon Ravenor, former allies
now enemies who are playing a shadow
game against a mysterious and deadly foe.
Coveted by the Archenemy, pursued by the
Inquisition, Bequin becomes embroiled in
a dark plot of which she knows not her role
or purpose. Helped by a disparate group of
allies, she must unravel the secrets of her life
and past if she is to survive a coming battle
in which the line between friends and foes is
fatally blurred. Book one of the Bequin Sage.
Black Library
PBK
$20.00

Five on a Treasure Island
Famous Five graphic novel
Blyton, Enid
All the fun, danger, and excitement of the
original books, in a fast-paced format for
fans, old and new. Brilliantly retold, designed
and illustrated by a talented father-and-son
team of graphic novel experts. This superb
new edition will capture the imagination
of readers of any age. It’s Julian, Dick and
Anne’s first visit to Kirrin to meet their cousin
George – never call her Georgina! – and her
loyal dog Timmy. Exploring together, they
discover the location of some ancient family
treasure marked on a hidden map. They must
work quickly to find it as they are not the only
ones searching for it… Join the adventure!
The Famous Five, told as a graphic novel for
the first time ever. Ideal for anyone who loves
Tintin, Asterix, or Dogman.
Famous Five
PBK
$16.99

Five Go Adventuring Again
Famous Five graphic novel
Blyton, Enid
All the fun, danger, and excitement of the
original books, in a fast-paced format for
fans, old and new. Brilliantly retold, designed
and illustrated by a talented father-and-son
team of graphic novel experts. This superb
new edition will capture the imagination
of readers of any age. It’s the holidays and
after bad school reports, Julian, Dick, Anne
and George are stuck indoors with a tutor.
But nothing can stop the intrepid young
cousins exploring. The discovery of a secret
passage might help them escape their lessons
– but could it lead them into more trouble?
Join the adventure! The Famous Five, told as
a graphic novel for the first time ever. Ideal for
anyone who loves Tintin, Asterix, or Dogman.
Famous Five
PBK
$16.99

Grim Investigations
Arkham Horror, Collected Novellas, Vol 2
Brozek, Jennifer; Byers, Richard
Lee; Downum, Amanda
The bold investigators of Arkham Horror
are humanity’s best hope against monstrous
terrors from beyond the void, in this second
collection of extraordinary eldritch novellas.
To Fight the Black Wind by Jennifer Brozek
– psychologist Carolyn Fern’s treatment of
a patient’s terrifying nightmares tears open
a doorway into the Dreamlands and the
Elder Gods.
The Blood of Baalshandor by Richard Lee
Byers – the arcane tomes of Miskatonic
University are an irresistible lure for stage
magician, Dexter Drake and his assistant
Molly Maxwell, where they soon fall prey
to dark forces.
Dark Revelations by Amanda Downum –
when author Gloria Goldberg visits Arkham
to complete the unfinished novel of her
fellow author, its words escape the page and
transform Arkham.
Also featuring the essential Investigator
Origins stories, drawn from deep in the
Arkham Horror archives.
DC Comics
TP
$43.95

You’ve Got Red on You:
how Shaun of the Dead was brought to life
Collis, Clark
How did a low-budget British movie about
Londoners battling zombies in a pub become
a beloved global pop culture phenomenon?
You’ve Got Red on You, the horror-comedy
whose fan base continues to grow and grow.
The book reveals how a group of friends
overcame repeated setbacks to make a
movie which was not only a hit in the UK,
but took a big bite out of the American box
office before ascending to the status of a
bona fide comedy classic. Author Clark
Collis interviewed over 50 people involved
with the creation of this ‘romantic-zombiecomedy’ including director Edgar Wright
and cast members Simon Pegg, Nick Frost,

Bill Nighy, Lucy Davis, and Coldplay singer
Chris Martin. You’ve Got Red on You also
features quotes from many of the people
who played zombies in the movie, as well
as celebrity super fans such as Pulp Fiction
director Quentin Tarantino, actress Gillian
Anderson, and special makeup effects legend
Greg Nicotero. To quote Simon Pegg’s titular,
zombie-fighting hero, ‘How’s that for a slice
of fried gold?’
Rom-zom-com
HC
$39.99

Magnificent Women
of Marvel: Pop Up, Play,
and Display!
Daye, Evie & Ganucheau,
Paulina (illustrator)
You can beat the odds like Black Widow.
You can study the world like Shuri. You can
carve your path through the sky like Captain
Marvel. This fun, interactive book brings
some of your favourite women of Marvel to
life – from Scarlet Witch to Ghost-Spider
to Storm, and more! Each spread includes
a simple message, fun facts, and a beloved
hero that readers can move and fold up.
When you take the book jacket off and pop up
the characters on each page, you can display
a dynamic scene showcasing the ultimate
Super Hero team. Innovative and boldly
designed, this is the perfect gift for Marvel
fans of all ages!
Marvel
HC
$24.99

Blood Ties
Morbius: the Living Vampire
Deneen, Brendan
Seeking to cure his rare blood disorder,
Dr Michael Morbius instead cursed himself
with an insatiable lust for human blood.
He has become the living vampire. While
trying to cure his horrific condition, he has
become allied with Amanda Saint, whose
sister Catherine is one of the leaders of the
Demon-Fire Cult. Also known as PoisonLark, Catherine Saint has two goals above
all else. She seeks to unleash all the powers
of Hell on Earth, and to kill Morbius and
Amanda. Morbius and Amanda follow the
cult’s trail to New York City, determined to
stop Poison-Lark at any cost. But when they
run afoul of an underground fight club that
uses monsters as their pawns in the arena,
Morbius becomes the star attraction, forced to
kill or be killed…
Morbius
PBK
$26.95

Divine Wind
Halo
Denning, Troy
October 2559. With the galaxy in the
suffocating grip of a renegade artificial
intelligence, another perilous threat has
quietly emerged in the shadows: the
Keepers of the One Freedom, a fanatical
and merciless Covenant splinter group, has
made its way beyond the borders of the
galaxy to an ancient Forerunner installation
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known as the Ark. Led by an infamous
Brute named Castor, the Keepers intend to
achieve what the Covenant, in all its might,
failed to: activate Halo and take the last
steps on the path of the Great Journey into
transcendence. But unknown to Castor and
his new, unexpected ally on the Ark, there are
traitors to the cause in their midst – namely
the Ferrets, composed of Office of Naval
Intelligence operative Veta Lopis and her
young team of Spartan-IIIs, who have been
infiltrating the Keepers to lay the groundwork
for Castor’s assassination. But with ONI’s
field operations now splintered and cut
off by the Guardian threat, Veta’s original
mission has suddenly and dramatically
escalated in scope. There’s simply no choice
or fallback plan – either the Ferrets, somehow,
stop the Keepers or the galaxy faces an
extinction-level event…
Halo
PBK
$19.99

Marvel’s Guardians of the
Galaxy: No Guts, No Glory
game prequel
England, M K
The official prequel novel to Marvel’s
Guardians of the Galaxy, the hotly
anticipated action-adventure game developed
by Eidos-Montréal and published by Square
Enix. Star-Lord, Gamora, Drax the Destroyer,
Rocket Racoon and Groot. They’re the
Guardians of the Galaxy, turning a tidy
profit as heroes for hire – or, they will be if
Peter Quill can get his act together. After he
botches the most critical part of their latest
mission – getting paid – his newly assembled
crew is close to ditching him for good.
Now, he needs a big payday, fast. When an
old acquaintance shows up offering a whole
lot of units for a field trip to Peter’s past, it’s a
no-brainer. Twelve years ago, Peter fought the
Chitauri alongside the Resistance on Mercury
to prevent an invasion of Earth. Now, it’s
time to go back. The old Resistance base
has a squatter, and it’s up to the Guardians
to ‘gently escort’ them off the premises…
and unmask a wartime traitor while they’re
at it. But war is heavy, man, and the Galactic
War screwed up each of the Guardians in
their own special ways. The brand-new team
is barely hanging together, and the mission
brings up all kinds of bad memories. It’s make
or break time for the Guardians, and they
do so love breaking things… Just, hopefully,
not each other.
Marvel
PBK
$19.99

How to Survive a
Human Attack:
a Guide for Werewolves, Mummies,
Cyborgs, Ghosts, Nuclear Mutants,
and Other Movie Monsters
Flann, K E
The first-ever manual for zombies, swamp
monsters, mummies, and vampires to
survive the planet’s greatest threat: humans.
Did you know that human attacks account
for a staggering 100% of premature deaths
for mummies, robot overlords, and other
supernatural, cyber, mutant, and alien
beings? The past millennia or so has seen not
only an up-tick in human attacks, but also
increasingly indiscriminate victim selection.
It is understandable to feel overwhelmed.
How to Survive a Human Attack provides
critical information at a critical time with
chapters specifically tailored to their target
audience, including: the Zombie’s complete

guide to filling the emptiness and moving
forward; Swamp Monster makeovers!; Here,
Boy! self-training tips for werewolves; the
first-time Haunter’s guide: how to evict
squatters, stay on top of mansion disrepair,
and get to the light; chicken soup for the
soulless: uninspiring stories of Demon
possession and ignored prayers; no more
meltdowns: a Cyborg assassin’s workbook for
neutralising hostility using Java; USA! USA!
tips for the urban Sixty-Foot Ape and other
animals or insects of exceptional proportion
(large print); eat what you love, love how you
feel: hill people and radioactive Cannibals.
Survival guide
PBK
$22.99

Victory’s Price
Star Wars: Alphabet Squadron 03
Freed, Alexander
In the wake of Yrica Quell’s shocking
decision – and one of the fiercest battles
of their lives – the remnants of Alphabet
Squadron seek answers and closure across a
galaxy whose old war scars are threatening to
reopen. Soran Keize has returned to the tip of
Shadow Wing’s spear. Operation Cinder, the
terrifying protocol of planetary extermination
that began in the twilight of the Imperial era,
burns throughout the galaxy. Shadow Wing is
no longer wounded prey fleeing the hunters of
the New Republic. With its leader, its strength
has returned, and its Star Destroyers and
TIE squadrons lurk in the darkness between
stars, carrying out the fallen Emperor’s final
edict of destruction – as well as another,
stranger mission, one Keize has championed
not for the dying Empire, but for its loyal
soldiers. Alphabet Squadron’s ships are as
ramshackle and damaged as their spirits, but
they’ve always had one another. Now, as they
face the might of Keize’s reborn juggernaut,
they aren’t sure they even have that. How do
you catch a shadow? How do you kill it?
And when you’re finally victorious, who
pays the price?
Star Wars
PBK
$19.99

Gitslayer
Warhammer: Age of Sigmar
Hinks, Darius
Hell bent on ridding himself of the Fyreslayer
rune buried in his chest, Gotrek Gurnisson,
the greatest Slayer to ever live, travels deep
into the strange, alchemical realm of Chamon.
Using their mysterious aether-science, the
Kharadron Overlords of Barak-Urbaz offer an
end to Gotrek’s quest. But, as the Bad Moon
rises and murderous Gloomspite Gitz threaten
to destroy the sky-port, Gotrek pits himself
against the most ancient enemy of his people
– the greenskins. While his aelven travelling
companion, Maleneth Witchblade, struggles
to keep him alive, Gotrek throws himself
headlong into a bloody battle for survival that
will take him into the dank, fungal heart of
Skragrott’s Asylum.
Black Library
PBK
$20.00

Doctor Who:
the Ruby’s Curse
Kingston, Alex
She’s got ice in her heart and a kiss on her
lips… 1939, New York. Private Eye, Melody
Malone, is hired to find a stolen ruby, the
Eye of Horus. The ruby might hold the secret
to the location of Cleopatra’s tomb – but
everyone who comes into contact with it
dies. Can Melody escape the ruby’s curse?
1939, New York. River Song, author of the

Melody Malone Mysteries, is forced to find a
reality-altering weapon, the Eye of Horus –
but everyone who comes into contact with it
dies. River doesn’t believe in curses – but is
she wrong? From the top-security confines of
Stormcage to the barbarism of first-century
Egypt, River battles to find the Eye of Horus
before its powers are used to transform the
universe. To succeed, she must team up
with a most unlikely ally – her own fictional
alter ego, Melody. And together they must
solve another mystery: Is fiction changing
into fact – or is fact changing into fiction?
A stylish Doctor Who sci-fi noir adventure
by award-winning actress Alex Kingston,
featuring her most famous characters: private
detective Melody Malone, and legendary
time-travelling archaeologist River Song.
Doctor Who
PBK
$19.99

The Art and Science
of Arrival
Lapointe, Tanya
Since its release in 2016, Denis Villeneuve’s
Arrival has embedded itself firmly in the
minds of moviegoers around the world.
The film, which was grounded in a certain
level of plausible science, has also generated
conversation within academia and has been
studied in film, philosophy, and linguistic
classes. In The Art and Science of Arrival,
author and producer Tanya Lapointe revisits
the film and its legacy with the production’s
key team members. This lavish hardback
volume recounts the genesis of this modern
classic, from Ted Chiang’s short story
‘The Story of Your Life’ to its premiere in
Venice and its subsequent eight Academy
Award™ nominations. It explores the film’s
concept of non-linear time, and showcases
the remarkable concept art that brought the
aliens, their ships and their startling logogram
language to life.
Science fiction
HC
$69.99

The Unofficial Harry Potter
Book of Cocktails:
Fantastic Drinks and How to Make Them
Lee, Rhiannon
& Hingston, Georgia
With simple instructions and insider
bartender know-how, The Unofficial
Harry Potter-Inspired Book of Cocktails
is the perfect guide of spell-tacular spirits
for age-appropriate witches and wizards.
The 75 potions and elixirs featured in this
book are cocktail classics that have been
given a magical makeover using unique
ingredients such as activated charcoal,
popping candy, and dry ice, transforming
the mundane mixed drink into a bewitching
brewed beverage. Charm guests with colourchanging concoctions, fizzing cocktail
bombs, and flaming creations. Whether you’re
a witch, wizard, squib, or muggle, everyone
can enjoy that magical feeling of finding their
perfect sip with The Unofficial Harry PotterInspired Book of Cocktails.
Harry Potter
HC
$24.99

Where’s Wes?
the Wes Anderson Seek-and-Find Book
Lies, Little White
Embark on a seek-and-find adventure into
the delightfully-eccentric, pastel-hued
world of Wes Anderson. Spot Wes in twelve
intricately constructed scenes, each based
on one of his movies – from a detailed cut
away of the Bellafonte from The Life Aquatic,

(continued)

to a labyrinthine reconstruction of the world
of Fantastic Mr Fox. Also spot a huge cast of
extras, including Wes’ regular collaborators,
those he’s inspired and influenced,
and many more!
Puzzle book
HC
$22.99

Alright, Alright, Alright:
the Oral History of Richard Linklater’s
Dazed and Confused
Maerz, Melissa
Dazed and Confused not only heralded the
arrival of filmmaker Richard Linklater,
it introduced a cast of unknowns who
would become the next generation of movie
stars. Embraced as a cultural touchstone,
the 1993 film would also make Matthew
McConaughey’s famous phrase – alright,
alright, alright – ubiquitous. But it started
with a simple idea: Linklater thought people
might like to watch a movie about high school
kids just hanging out and listening to music
on the last day of school in 1976. To some,
that might not even sound like a movie. But
to a few studio executives, it sounded enough
like the next American Graffiti to justify the
risk. Dazed and Confused underperformed
at the box office and seemed destined to
disappear. Then something weird happened:
Linklater turned out to be right. This wasn’t
the kind of movie everybody liked, but it
was the kind of movie certain people loved,
with an intensity that felt personal. No matter
what their high school experience was like,
they thought Dazed and Confused was about
them. Alright, Alright, Alright is the story of
how this iconic film came together and why it
worked. Combining behind-the-scenes photos
and insights from nearly the entire cast,
including Matthew McConaughey, Parker
Posey, Ben Affleck, Joey Lauren Adams,
and many others, and with full access to
Linklater’s Dazed archives, it offers an inside
look at how a budding filmmaker and a cast
of newcomers made a period piece that would
feel timeless for decades to come.
Film-related
TP
$29.99

Carnival
Firefly novel 06
McCormack, Uma
City of sin Neapolis: a desert city on planet
Bethel where all manner of entertainment
can be found: high-stakes gambling,
luxurious hotels, exclusive clubs and any
form of diversion imaginable may be
had for a price. It’s the eve of the annual
carnival: three days of decadent revelry,
and Serenity arrives to take a security job,
guarding a costly shipment. An unattainable
ransom… Tragedy strikes: the shipment is
stolen, and the wealthy owner kidnaps Zoe
and Book, holding them to ransom for the
lost shipment’s value. If Mal can’t find the
enormous sum of five hundred platinum
by the next evening, both of them will be
killed. A race against time… As the carnival
begins the crew must attempt the impossible,
calling on contacts, calling in favours,
and revealing hidden talents to save their
crewmates’ lives. Meanwhile, the hostages
have their own plans…
Firefly
HC
$35.00
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Kith and Kin
Critical Role: Vox Machina
Nijkamp, Marieke
A brand-new story, featuring the cunning
ranger Vex’ahlia and the conning rogue
Vax’ildan (and, of course, Trinket), years
before they meet Vox Machina. After leaving
the unwelcoming refuge of Syngorn, the
twins become entangled in a web spun by the
Clasp, and for the first time Vex and Vax find
themselves on opposite sides of a conflict that
threatens the home they have carried with
each other for years. The first official novel
based on characters from the hit streaming
show Critical Role.
Critical Role
TP
$32.99

Yours Cruelly, Elvira:
Memoirs of the Mistress of the Dark
Peterson, Cassandra
The woman behind the icon known as
Elvira, Mistress of the Dark, the undisputed
Queen of Halloween, reveals her full story,
filled with intimate bombshells, told by
the bombshell herself. On Good Friday in
1953, at only 18 months old, 25 miles from
the nearest hospital in Manhattan, Kansas,
Cassandra Peterson reached for a pot on
the stove and doused herself in boiling
water. Third-degree burns covered 35% of
her body, and the prognosis wasn’t good.
But she survived. Burned and scarred,
the impact stayed with her and became an
obstacle she was determined to overcome.
Feeling like a misfit led to her love of horror.
While her sisters played with Barbie dolls,
Cassandra built model kits of Frankenstein
and Dracula, and idolised Vincent Price.
Due to a complicated relationship with her
mother, Cassandra left home at 14, and by
age 17 she was performing at the famed
Dunes Hotel in Las Vegas. Run ins with the
likes of Frank Sinatra, Sammy Davis Jr, and
Tom Jones helped her grow up fast. Then a
chance encounter with her idol Elvis Presley,
changed the course of her life forever, and led
her to Europe where she worked in film and
travelled Italy as lead singer of an Italian pop
band. She, eventually, made her way to Los
Angeles, where she joined the famed comedy
improv group, The Groundlings, and worked
alongside Phil Hartman and Paul ‘Pee-wee’
Reubens, honing her comedic skills. Nearing
age 30, a struggling actress considered past
her prime, she auditioned at local LA channel
KHJ as hostess for the late-night vintage
horror movies. Cassandra improvised, made
the role her own, and got the job on the spot.
Yours Cruelly, Elvira is an unforgettably wild
memoir. Cassandra doesn’t shy away from
revealing exactly who she is and how she
overcame seemingly insurmountable odds.
Always original and sometimes outrageous,
her story is loaded with twists, travails,
revelry, and downright shocking experiences.
It is the candid, often funny, and sometimes
heartbreaking tale of a Midwest farm girl’s
long strange trip to become the world’s
sexiest, sassiest Halloween icon.
Memoir
HC
$39.99

The 30 Rock Book:
inside the iconic show, from Blerg to EGOT
Roe, Mike
It’s hard to remember a time when Tina Fey
wasn’t a star, but back in the early 2000s,
she was an SNL writer who was far from a

household name. It’s even harder to remember
when Fey’s sitcom 30 Rock was tanking, but
it was – it premiered in the fall of 2006, and
by November, the New York Times wrote
that 30 Rock was ‘perilously close to a flop’.
But despite all expectations (including those
of some of the cast and crew), Tina Fey’s
eccentric buddy comedy lasted 138 episodes,
spanning seven seasons. It resurrected the
career of Alec Baldwin, survived an extended
absence by Tracy Morgan, and permeated
the culture – its breakneck pacing, oddball
characters, and extremely rich joke writing
are deeply beloved by millions of fans.
Through more than fifty original interviews
with cast, crew, critics, and more, culture
writer Mike Roe brings to life the history
of the gloriously goofy show that became
an all-time classic. The 30 Rock Book has
everything in it, from tales of the amazing
music still stuck in our heads, to the iconic
bit characters that make the show, to all the
love and drama of the backstage crew… and
the creative failures and successes along the
way. So, grab your night cheese and muffin
tops, cuddle up with your slanket against
your Japanese body pillow, and settle in for
the story of one of the funniest shows in
television history.
30 Rock
HC
$44.99

Final Fantasy VII Remake:
Material Ultimania
Final Fantasy VII
Square Enix; Studio Bentstuff;
Digital Hearts
Final Fantasy VII Remake: Material
Ultimania presents a comprehensive
collection of production art and CG art
assets, including character models and
illustrations, locations and backgrounds,
accessories, weapons, enemies, and more,
all accompanied by staff commentary. This
volume also includes detailed costume
references, cutscene storyboards, song
liner notes from the sound staff, and Q&A
interviews with the Japanese voice actors.
At over 300 pages, this full-colour, jacketed,
hardcover book is a visual tribute to the
stunning new rendition of one of the most
beloved RPGs of all time.
Final Fantasy
HC
$59.99

Ephyra Rising
Gears of War
Stackpole, Michael A
The Locust War has ended with an energy
weapon that pulsed across the land,
destroying Locust and Lambent alike.
The world is in shambles and the few
survivors are isolated from one another.
Humanity must begin anew. This novel
reveals the canonical, never-before-seen
events set in the time immediately following
the game Gears of War 3. With most of Sera’s
civilisation destroyed, Sergeant Marcus Fenix
and Lieutenant Anya Stroud must somehow
rebuild on the ruins. For Marcus, his purpose
is impossible to grasp. With no clear enemy to
fight, there may be no place left for him in this
post-war world. Some call him hero, others
view him with resentment. As Anya struggles
to create alliances to re-form the Coalition of
Ordered Governments, she quickly discovers
how impossible it is to tell friend from foe.
Then whispers of Locust still stalking the
land begin to spread. Fearing the worst,

Marcus forms a team to assess the potential
threat. As he and the other Gears search
for Locust survivors, however, they quickly
discover that the new enemy may be all too
human, and utterly ruthless.
Gears of War
PBK
$19.99

The End of Enlightenment
Warhammer: Age of Sigmar
Strachan, Richard
Long have the Lumineth Realm-lords held
themselves aloof from the troubles of the
Mortal Realms. But, now, as Nagash asserts
his dominion over the living and the dead,
the Lumineth must strike back. For Carreth
Y’gethin, a legendary warrior and powerful
Stonemage, the war against Nagash is merely
a distraction from the Lumineth’s true
purpose – to hone their spiritual equilibrium
and prevent their realm falling back into
the madness that once plagued it. But when
Carreth’s sister is horrifically killed fighting
the undead, he finds himself inexorably
drawn back into the struggle. As the Ossiarch
Bonereapers invade Hysh, Carreth is charged
by Teclis himself to defeat one of Nagash’s
most dangerous generals, who is destined to
destroy the Light of Eltharion, the Lumineth’s
greatest champion. The Stonemage must
conquer the warring emotions within and slay
this champion of Death, lest the light of Hysh
fade from the Mortal Realms forever…
Black Library
PBK
$20.00

As You Wish:
a guided journal inspired
by the Princess Bride
Sundt, Gary
Put every ‘inconceivable!’ idea to paper with
the Princess Bride journal, an officially
licensed, deluxe hardcover journal celebrating
the characters and quotes of the beloved film.
Write a perfect ‘as you wish’ letter to your
dream date, correct your co-worker who
‘keeps using that word’, or plot out your next
‘inconceivable!’ adventure in this handsome
guided journal inspired by the world of
The Princess Bride. This journal features:
full-colour illustrated hardcover binding
with rounded corners throughout; lined and
blank interior pages, printed on woodfree
paper; full-colour illustrations throughout;
and movie quotes and in-world prompts
to inspire fans.
Princess Bride
HC
$19.99

The Art of Star Wars:
the Mandalorian
Season Two
Szostak, Phil
The Art of Star Wars: The Mandalorian
(Season Two) takes fans behind the scenes
of the second season of the Emmy Awardwinning Disney+ live-action Star Wars
television series. Filled with concept art,
character, vehicle, weapon, and creature
designs, and interviews with key crew and
creatives, including executive producer/
showrunner/writer Jon Favreau (Iron Man,
The Lion King) and executive producer/
director Dave Filoni (Star Wars: The Clone
Wars, Star Wars: Rebels), The Art of Star
Wars: The Mandalorian (Season Two) will
provide readers with an exclusive look at the
stunning art and design work that helped
bring new and returning characters and
locations to life.
Star Wars
HC
$65.99

(continued)

Day of Ascension
Warhammer 40,000
Tchaikovsky, Adrian
On the forge world of Morod, the machines
never stop and the work never ends.
The population toil in the mines and factoria
to protect humanity from the monsters in
the void, while the Adeptus Mechanicus
enjoy lives of palatial comfort. Genetor
Gammat Triskellian seeks to end this stagnant
corruption. When he learns of a twisted
congregation operating within the shadows,
one which believes that the tech-priests are
keeping the people from their true salvation
– a long-prophesied union with angels –
he sees in them an opportunity to bring
down Morad’s masters and reclaim the world
in the name of progress. But, sometimes,
the only hope for real change lies in the
coming of monsters.
Black Library
TP
$27.00

The Book of Martyrs
Warhammer 40,000
Ware, Danie; Worley, Alec;
Kelly, Phil
To die in the name of the God-Emperor of
Mankind is to live eternal, and none are
more willing to bleed in His name than the
Adepta Sororitas – the Sisters of Battle.
The Book of Martyrs charts the deaths
of these exemplars. Sister Ishani of the
Orders Hospitaller, serving alongside the
death-obsessed Valorous Heart, tends to her
Ecclesiarchy charges as something inhuman
hunts the fields. Sister Anarchia of the
Order of Our Martyred Lady, taken captive
by the vile T’au Empire, seeks to teach her
interrogators what it truly means to be one of
the faithful. On a regressed Imperial world,
Sister Superior Laurelyn of the Order of
the Bloody Rose reinforces the beleaguered
defenders against a familiar foe turned
anew by the Great Rift. And in the age of
the Indomitus Crusade, with the galaxy split
in two, only one thing is certain – there will
be no shortage of martyrs to fill the pages of
this ancient tome.
Black Library
PBK
$20.00

Three Swords
Marvel Legends of Asgard
Werner, C L
During a fierce battle to free the people of
Skornheim, the valiant Warriors Three –
Fandral, Volstagg, and Hogun – encounter an
ancient mystic who bears ominous tidings for
Asgard. Three sorcerous brothers who call
themselves the Enchanters have wrought evil
across the realms, and are building armies
with which to conquer the Realm Eternal.
It has been foreseen that only one heroic
trio can end their wicked plot… But the
Enchanters are scattered through time and
space, each fortified by their magical Living
Talisman. The Warriors Three must be cast
across the cosmos, to explore strange worlds,
and risk life and limb against unimaginable
odds to stop these sorcerers before they can
overthrow Odin’s rule.
Marvel
TP
$37.95

